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One Magical Sunday But Winning Isnt
Everything
Here is a description of "More Than A
Game" in the words of the protagonist,
Carter Mason: I know what I look like: a
stereotype; a fatherless black kid pinning
his hopes on a football scholarship. But
I've got the skills and the smarts to back
it up. One night, and an innocent dance
with a white girl, and my whole world and
all my dreams start to unravel. The
killing begins. People are looking at me.
And the circle of people I can trust is
getting smaller by the day. I can feel the
net closing in. I have to find the killer
before he finds me. I have to play the
best football of my life. I have to stay
alive long enough to get a ticket out of
hell.
Have you ever wondered: What it's like to
daily bet hundreds of thousands of dollars
working for some of the largest
professional gamblers in Las Vegas? ...
How to spend a summer house sitting one of
the biggest stars in the world's 11,000
square-foot mansion - without an
invitation from it's celebrity owner ...
Whether the life of crime - specifically,
running a shoplifting ring in a middle
American mall - pays? ... What causes a
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son to finally say enough is enough ...
and decide "Today is the day I am going to
kill my dad." Comedian Brandt Tobler has
the answers in this funny, touching and
sometimes downright unbelievable memoir of
a small town Wyoming-kid turned "mall-fia"
don, turned nationally touring comic.
Brand tells his life story with candor,
detailing the many pit stops, wrong turns,
crazy connections and lucky breaks he
experienced along the way to his comedy
career, all while trying to balance a
toxic relationship with his unreliable
jailbird dad. In these pages Brandt will
make you laugh (he better - it's his job!)
and believe as he does that, when it comes
to defining family, blood isn't always
thicker than water. -- back cover.
It is an adaptation of the age-old
Biblical table of David and Goliath and
opens the door for discussions on selfconfidence and faith in the face of great
obstacles. It is also an excellent book
for schools, day cares and Sunday Schools.
It is simple, inviting story, and is
widely available in print and e-book for
easy access.
An ancient wizard possesses a young boy
after a millennium of imprisonment in a
magic wand. He emerges from the child in
the face of danger and discovers Fiana,
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his new bride from the past, has somehow
survived time and become something evil.
Into the Team
Remedy
Learning Acceptance
Half-Shell Propheces
When Time Stood Still
For years Phil Mickelson symbolized the
classic runnerup in the golf world, always
placing near the top of every tournament,
always near the top of the money list, but
never reaching the pinnacle of winning one of
the Majors. Then finally, on one magical
Sunday, Phil's dream came true as he sank an
18-foot putt on the 18th hole to win the 2004
Masters. Mickelson leapt into the air in
total celebration--and an entire nation of
golfing fans leapt in joy with him. ONE
MAGICAL SUNDAY journeys hole-by-hole with
Phil on that fateful day, weaving the story
of his life into the game--from his
introduction to golf at the age of three to
starting a family and pro golf career.
Solo Medalist Winner, New Apple Award for
Excellence (Fantasy) Independent Author
Network, Finalist, Book Of The Year Awards
(Action & Adventure) Readers Favorite 2018
Award for Adventure Semi-finalist in 2019
Kindle Book Awards Before there were legends,
there was war. Before fables became twisted
truth and distorted tales. Things deemed too
dangerous were sealed, and bound for all
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eternity. Or so it was believed. Whispers
from an ancient realm threaten the peace,
drawing a lone adventurer into The Depths of
Acheron. He seeks something from within this
sealed domain, and those banished want
something in return. Something belonging to
them. The time has come for the forgotten to
be unveiled, and for the sealed to be
unbound. Only then will the world know true
fear. Each book in The Forgotten Legacies
series reads as stand alone, and donates a
percent of royalties to The DMWS: an
independent charity supporting those who put
themselves in harm's way to serve our
country, including Armed Forces personnel,
Reservists, Veterans and their families, and
the police.
A heavenly shade of blue was always in her
eyes and her innocent smile captured the
hearts of many. But even a beautiful smile
can cover the ugliest of things. Who would've
ever known that the beautiful and loving
Princess Marrisa would fall victim to a very
dark and hostile scheme, conjured up by
something that is as old as time? No one
did—not even Tairren, who was one of
Marrisa's dearest friends. Overtaken by
Marrisa's beauty and charm, Tairren was very
much in love with her and would do anything
for her—even if that meant facing the
overwhelming powers of darkness… It was on
Marrisa's long awaited sixteenth birthday,
her engagement to Prince Phillip and the day
before her enthronement to the kingdom of
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Ishkar, when it happened. When Marrisa is
abducted by someone she had always trusted,
she is forced into the Forbidden Lands of
Minslethrate and awakens upon a plot that
would shake the world. With the company of
his very different comrades, the
unconventional Lady Natalia and the arrogant
Prince Phillip of Ishkar, Tairren travels
across the uncertain lands of Minslethrate to
rescue Marrisa. They begin to realize that
their precarious situation is dealing with
more than just a kidnapped princess—that's
just the beginning... They must trust in the
unseen God of Light and have faith in a
legend that they don't even understand. While
their beloved princess awaits a terrifying
fate, they must become awakened by light if
they are to face their own dark quest…
Prophecy stirs, blood spills, light burns and
darkness screams—revealing The Last Legend…
Killian knows all about vampires and aliens.
They’re not real. But when a handsome swimmer
climbs into her storm-tossed boat an hour
from her summer destination, the worlds of
fantasy and reality suddenly collide…
Cuttylea Island has no mall, no social scene,
and no action. But it does have a mysterious
stone tower, ageless islanders, and a secret
as astonishing as a mermaid’s tale… Before
the summer is through, Killian will find the
truth of her family’s past…and the role she
is destined to play in a centuries-old curse.
One Magical Sunday (But Winnin
Under the Puddle
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The Dreamer
The Last Legend
Phil
Chandrea

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “A rollicking
good time.” —Golfweek * “Thoroughly
engaging.” —The Washington Post A juicy
and freewheeling biography of legendary
golf champion Phil Mickelson—who has
led a big, controversial life—as
reported by longtime Sports Illustrated
writer and bestselling author Alan
Shipnuck. Phil Mickelson is one of the
most compelling figures in sports. For
more than three decades he has been
among the best golfers in the world,
and his unmatched longevity was
exemplified at the 2021 PGA
Championship, when Mickelson, on the
cusp of turning fifty-one, became the
oldest player in history to win a major
championship. In this raw, uncensored,
and unauthorized biography, Alan
Shipnuck captures a singular life
defined by thrilling victories,
crushing defeats, and countless
controversies. Mickelson is a
multifaceted character, and all his
warring impulses are on display in
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these pages: He is a smart-ass who
built an empire on being the consummate
professional; a loving husband dogged
by salacious rumors; a high-stakes
gambler who knows the house always wins
but can’t tear himself away.
Mickelson’s career and public image
have been defined by the contrast with
his lifelong rival, Tiger Woods. Where
Woods is robotic and reticent,
Mickelson is affable and extroverted,
an incorrigible showman whom many fans
love and some abhor because of the
overwhelming size of his personality.
In their early years together on Tour,
Mickelson lacked Tiger’s laser focus
and discipline, leading Tida Woods to
call her son’s rival “the fat boy,”
among other put-downs. Yet as Tiger’s
career has been curtailed by scandal,
addiction, and a broken body, Phil
sails on, still relevant on the golf
course and in the marketplace. Phil is
the perfect marriage of subject and
author. Shipnuck has long been known as
the most fearless writer on the golf
beat, and he delivers numerous
revelations, from the true scale of
Mickelson’s massive gambling losses; to
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the inside story of the acrimonious
breakup between Phil and his longtime
caddie, Jim “Bones” Mackay; to the
secretive backstory of the Saudi golf
league that Mickelson championed to
wield as leverage against the PGA Tour.
But Phil also celebrates Mickelson’s
random acts of kindness and generosity
of spirit, to which friends and
strangers alike can attest. Shipnuck
has covered Mickelson for his entire
career and has been on the ground at
Mickelson’s most memorable triumphs and
crack-ups, allowing him to take readers
inside the ropes with a thrilling
immediacy and intimacy. The result is
the juiciest and liveliest golf book in
years—full of heart, humor, and
unexpected turns.
Roulette game has been around for
centuries and yet gamblers have gone
broke just over 2.7% house edge. Now
you may laugh at me and comment that I
am losing 2.7% at every spin
cumulatively. Of course you are right
in saying that and you may tell me that
it is highly negative expected value in
the long run. But can you ignore these
facts Roulette will produce winning and
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losing streaks Roulette will allow
gamblers to win big by giving them 36
times of whatever they put straight up
If a person goes hot and gets 2 times a
number correct he stands to win 36*36
times the amount bet consecutively.
Giving you returns of 1296 times or if
you just bet 25 dollars which anyone
can afford to lose in a casino he will
have won 32 thousand 400 dollars or
$32,400. Now with such low house edges
anyone can go on a hot streak, but
everyone loses. And now if I tell you I
have a system that will allow you to
take shots at the game of Roulette and
if you win you compound your profits
and cut losses and take profits then
certainly the casinos will a lot fun, a
lot entertainment and a hell lot more
fun, then would you deny it? In this
manual and in the coming pages I am
going to convey to you the secrets of
my winning system of Roulette, every
Roulette player must read this book at
least one and what have you got to
lose? You are just going to get saved a
lot of money and this is an
indispensable guide to winning in
casinos a cart full of money, all crisp
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100 dollar bundles. And who knows you
may even break the bank at roulette
table. A lot of players go to the
casinos and assume they are lucky and
going to win and this is the wrong
mentality to win at poker, because if
you believe you are going to win you
are going to compound your losses
following bad strategies like
Martingale. The Martingale strategy
works best for the casino and they
prevent losses by limiting the maximum
amount of bets that could be placed and
of course players like you and me don't
have access to infinite resources that
will allow us to keep doubling our bets
forever. We need to win big and we need
to win with a small amount of money. In
this manual I am going to give you
solid advice that will allow players to
reduce the house edge of casinos and
who knows if everyone read my book
probably the casinos will stop the game
of Roulette altogether. Because I have
a system that really does beat the
casinos. And the rules which I will
tell you precisely in later part of the
book are as follows 1.Take Profits
2.Try to go on a hot streak 3.Cut
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losses 4.Go for big wins like betting
straight up 5.An intuitive pattern
recognition system that makes phrases
out of meaningless numbers for
identification of wheel bias. (This
works on every Roulette Wheel in Vegas,
Atlantic City, every casino in the
world and all machines open and closed
and even automatic Roulette machines
which have a ball inside a chamber)
This is a short book that will give you
the right tools to approach the game of
Roulette and every chapter will convey
the topics that I have told you above
and you must use all of these tools at
once so that you will make big money or
be break-even or have very little
losses in the game of Roulette. Good
Luck and wish you a lot of fun and
entertainment in the casinos."
FRIGHTENED MONSTERS. STOLEN TIME. AND
ONE SERIOUSLY UNDERESTIMATED DAMSEL.
Katie ran from the magical world years
ago. She never planned on being dragged
back in by a prophesying clamshell. The
seers believe she alone can prevent an
apocalypse of ruined time and broken
worlds. Bran the Crow King believes she
can save him from his cannibalistic
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grandfather. Katie believes they're all
nuts. One thing is for certain: she's
not waiting around for help. Operation
Katie Saves her Own Damn Self is
officially on.
I've got 99 problems but money ain't
one. Though a sister with cotton candy
for brains, a spatula-wielding six-yearold niece with a British accent, and
the mysterious businessman who left me
that damn ticket are all currently
vying for the top spot. When I became
the sole winner of a $270 million
Megaball jackpot, thanks to a sexy
stranger who left a lottery ticket
instead of paying for his meal, my
entire world flipped upside-down. Now,
with money-sucking vultures, douchebags
by the dozens, and a horde of total
hotties just waiting to get their mangy
paws on my newfound fortune, I set out
to locate the man who gifted me the
winning ticket--to properly thank him.
However, when I finally find the cocky,
self-absorbed business tycoon, Teague
Goodman, I'm not sure whether I want to
slap him... or ring his MEGABALLS.
The Year of Magical Thinking
Yearning for Normal
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Roulette, Breaking the Bank and Winning
Monster
Kids Vs. Mazes
The Black Box Illustrated
Duney
In the Garden of Infinite Possibilities there are only
3 rules: Rule n.1: "There are infinite possibilities."
Rule n.2: "Thoughts become things." Rule n.3:
"NEVER forget the first two!" For the first time, a
voyage spanning Quantum Physics, Personal
Growth and Spirituality, through the eyes of a
curious child, and a Master Teacher who knows the
Infinite. Their journey to escape mind control and
arrive to... an extraordinary revelation !
Money, money, money! It makes the world go round
and round so it seems. You can either think about it
or not, but you cannot escape it! How To Gain
Wealth With Just One Word is a short and sweet
ebook alternative. The author shares his personal
experiences on receiving wealth and how his
experiences will help you. This ebook discusses the
power of thought, the subconscious and how to
receive the best results on receiving wealth.
The author chronicles his 2004 Masters win,
revealing early influences, and offering a glimpse
into his personal life and relationships.
Naji is a loose cannon addicted to gunsmoke, fast
money, and making it happen at all costs. Nathan is
college bound and determined to escape the streets.
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Gotta is a smooth talking playboy with a sweet tooth
for teenage girls. Nikki the lone female in the family
is beautiful, ambitious, and just as wild as her
brothers. How else could she control them. K.K. the
baby boy is 7 going on 25 and too grown for his
own good. Journey with this family as they rescue
Young Savage, encounter beef, internal conflict, and
situations that test their love and loyalty to each
other .
(But Winning Isn't Everything)
Free Roll
One Magical Day
Megaballs
The Rip-Roaring (and Unauthorized!) Biography of
Golf's Most Colorful Superstar
One Magical Sunday
Loosely based on Napoleon Hill's seminal title, Think
and Grow Rich, Settle for Best lists the common
mindsets and actions of renowned philanthropist
millionaires from the early 20th century and
encourages readers to develop and rely on the skills
and mindsets that successful people still use to win
big, no matter what shape the economy is in. Written
for start-up entrepreneurs and anyone else anyone in
search of the "keys to the kingdom" in whatever
realm you travel, SETTLE FOR BEST will encourage,
inspire and light a fire under you if you truly want to
build the life and legacy your heart most desires.
One Magical Sunday(But Winning Isn't
Everything)Grand Central Publishing
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK
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AWARD WINNER • From one of America’s iconic
writers, a stunning book of electric honesty and
passion that explores an intensely personal yet
universal experience: a portrait of a marriage—and a
life, in good times and bad—that will speak to anyone
who has ever loved a husband or wife or child.
Several days before Christmas 2003, John Gregory
Dunne and Joan Didion saw their only daughter,
Quintana, fall ill with what seemed at first flu, then
pneumonia, then complete septic shock. She was put
into an induced coma and placed on life support.
Days later—the night before New Year’s Eve—the
Dunnes were just sitting down to dinner after visiting
the hospital when John Gregory Dunne suffered a
massive and fatal coronary. In a second, this close,
symbiotic partnership of forty years was over. Four
weeks later, their daughter pulled through. Two
months after that, arriving at LAX, she collapsed and
underwent six hours of brain surgery at UCLA
Medical Center to relieve a massive hematoma. This
powerful book is Didion’ s attempt to make sense of
the “weeks and then months that cut loose any fixed
idea I ever had about death, about illness ... about
marriage and children and memory ... about the
shallowness of sanity, about life itself.
From New York Times bestseller, Kendall Ryan,
comes a sexy new standalone novel. My tempting
and very alpha friend Sterling Quinn is someone I
consider off-limits. It's not just that we're friends,
he's also cocky, confident, and British, which means
he's a walking aphrodisiac. But lately he's been
giving me the look. You know the one. When he
thinks I'm not paying attention, and his gaze lingers
for too long. When we start working together, that's
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when the sexual tension between us gets so thick, I
want to hack through it with a machete. I want to
make all these deep feelings I've harbored for him
disappear, because there's no way this can end well.
The lines between business and pleasure become
irrevocably blurred, and I'm stuck between a rock
and Sterling's very, very hard place. Rather than
keep a level head about our growing attraction,
Sterling wants to go all in, showing me just how
explosive we can be together. But I've been around
long enough to know that this British bad boy is
more than my heart can handle. I'm not about to be
cast aside like yesterday's underwear when he's
done having fun. Sterling’s never been told no, and
he's not about to put his ego aside and play by my
rules. But I never thought he'd fight so dirty.
But Winning Isn't Everything
A Necklace of Souls
Winds of Pood
Wild for the Night
What's Next for You?
The garden of infinite possibilities
Holiday Magic! Felice has fallen off the Christmas tree! It will take
the help of all the ornaments, and Santa, to get her back on top.
Christmas lessons come in different ways. For Felice the Christmas
Fairy, it's about friendship and compromise. For spoiled Becky, it's
about learning that Christmas is not all about receiving gifts, but about
giving back - and helping mom, and Santa. A brand new holiday
classic!
Chandrea Averill thinks she's just like any other normal young
woman. But, on the day of her 23rd birthday, her life changes
forever. Surrounded by magical creatures, dangerous sorcery, and
insidious political intrigue, Chandrea desperately wants to return to
Earth and the only life she's ever known. But, the longer she stays, the
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more she realizes that she may be the only one with the power – both
magical and political – to save the people of Lyrunia. Will she find the
courage to remain and fight for her home world?
"In a hidden kingdom a mysterious Guardian protects her people with
the help of a magical necklace. But evil forces are also seeking the
power of the necklace, and as the Guardian grows weaker these
forces threaten to destroy the kingdom. With the help of her best
friend, Will, and the enigmatic N'tombe, Dana, the rightful heir, must
claim the power of the necklace and save her people. But the necklace
takes a terrible toll on whoever wears it - a toll that Dana may not be
prepared to face"--Publisher information.
Our lives are spent watching the clock. We go to sleep by it. Wake up
to it. Rely on it. Race it.It's easy to forget that we're only given so
much.We ignore it because we're convinced we'll always have more.I
am proof that we aren't promised anything.The clock owes us
nothing.I know this because not only was Time my name, I wasn't
given enough of it.Sure I had challenges but I vowed to make the most
of it, of my young life.My limitations wouldn't hold me back.Time
was on my side.Then I was told otherwise.Now the clock was working
against me.I would face this disease alone.Then he walked in and
changed everything.He gave me a reason to fight.He helped me
prepare.Like others before me, when time slowed I wasn't ready.I
begged for more.But the clock, it stopped for no one.On the day my
world went black, I refused to take him with me.Only he didn't listen.I
was a doctor.A bringer of bad news.I read the chart.She was
fucked.My hands, they were tied.I was a doctor who could not heal
what was beyond that door.I had no hope to offer her.But I wanted
this over with.The sooner the better.I walked in, looked up and saw
color.Not one.All of them.They surrounded her.She was a patient.You
did not cross that line.I would not cross that line.I should have kept my
eyes closed.Life was easier when you didn't see.But they were open
now.They saw her.They saw everything.Suddenly invisible lines
ceased to matter.For me, Time mattered.How far would you go to
make sure the one you loved had enough of it?Would you challenge
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the clock?Help them prepare?Could you watch them suffer?Could you
accept a life without them in it?Or, would you follow them into the
darkness?I did. This is our story.
How to Gain Wealth with Just One Word
Benevolent
Mazes for Kids
Awakened
Syncing Forward
The Second Son
To honor his father, young footballer Todd Mackerson commits to
his goal of playing for a professional team. When, at the age of 20,
he is offered a place to train with one of England's biggest clubs, he
leaves home convinced his dream is within reach. Being warned by
his new team mates of the tough rules and hard training routines,
Todd is undeterred. But when he discovers that the player's way of
bonding borders on the sexual, and that he must learn to accept the
erotic affections that connect the team together, he wonders how far
he can go for his dream. But, after experiencing the care and
attention men can give to each other, Todd feels awakened.
Learning that each player has a special "partner" on the team, who
they play and bond with as intimately as lovers, Todd becomes
fascinated with the idea. And when he develops feelings for one
player in particular, he discovers how a stronger kind of romance that between two men - can be pure and powerful enough to bring
magic and success on the pitch.
This award winning book tells a mother's story of raising her son
Michael, who was born missing a submicroscopic piece of
chromosome 22. That tiny missing fragment of DNA affected every
aspect of his life physically, mentally, and spiritually. Michael's
mother describes her adventures and misadventures with the
medical system, educational system, and legal system during his
growing up years. While Michael and his mother were both
yearning for normal through their struggles, they were also learning
acceptance of life as it is with all its glory and imperfections.
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For years Mickelson symbolized the classic runner-up in the golf
world, then on one magical Sunday he won the 2004 Masters. This
book is a play-by-play of his life and his magical victory.
'An effective golf swing will produce a thousand correct positions but a thousand correct positions won't produce an effective golf
swing'. Using a thorough analysis of more than 200 research
articles, author Chris Riddoch - a scratch golfer in his teens and one
of the UK's leading sports scientists – explains why this statement is
true. In The Golf Swing, he describes why we must avoid the
endless technical complexities of the 'swing theory quagmire'. He
explains how dissecting the swing into countless angles and
positions and trying to recombine them actually stifles our best
learning weapon – our powerful, innate skill-learning mechanisms,
which thrive on SIMPLICITY. The Golf Swing combines two
sciences: golf swing mechanics and human skill learning. The result
is an approach to swing development based on just four movement
skills - KEY SKILLS - each of which can be learnt using the
simplest of swing thoughts. In contrast to other books - which
merely describe the swing - The Golf Swing explains the best way
to learn it. Grounded firmly in high-quality science, yet written in a
non-scientific, entertaining style, The Golf Swing cuts through the
buzzing bewilderment that surrounds the golf swing. All golfers from beginners to tournament professionals - will benefit. 'For any
other human skill, we know we can do it, but we don't know how
we do it. In the golf swing, it's the opposite - we know everything
about how to do it, but we can't DO it'.
http://www.TheGolfSwingZone.com
chris@TheGolfSwingZone.com
The Return of the Avatar Queen
One Magical Sunday Download
Rowan of the Wood
Settle for Best
Old Rose and Silver
The Golf Swing
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Fernando Soto dreamed of owning a business.
For years he worked and struggled, never
imagining that he could have a better life
and then one day he woke up and believed that
he could. In What's Next for You?, Mr. Soto
shares the secrets to the fulfillment of his
dream. But guess what? It's no secret at all.
Living your dream is possible through hard
work, dedication and an unrelenting will to
succeed. Today, Mr. Soto owns a contract
janitorial services company that services a
broad range of clients in a variety of
industries, from small office clients to
automobile dealerships, manufacturing
facilities, office buildings, medical
practices and universities. One of his
largest clients has annual revenues exceeding
$550 million with over ten thousand
employees! He built his business from the
ground up, taking notes and sketching his
ideas on the manufacturing floor where he
worked for years as an employee. The company
where he last worked is now one of his valued
clients. "Anything is possible," Mr. Soto
says. Just keep your dream front and center
and with Mr. Soto's help, you could be living
your dream life, too.
1st Place Gold Award in the 2015 Feathered
Quill Book Program for Science
Fiction/Fantasy! Finalist in the 2014 Book
Pipeline Contest! Travel to the future - it
will only cost you everyone you love.
Attacked and injected with a drug which slows
his metabolism to a fraction of normal,
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Martin James becomes an unwilling time
traveler who hurtles through the years. His
children grow up, his wife grows older, and
his only hope is finding the people who
injected him in the first place- not an easy
task when one day for Martin lasts four
years. And while Martin James strives to find
a cure before everyone he loves is gone,
others are uncertain if his journey can be
stopped at all. W. Lawrence weaves a
dystopian future filled with the best and
worst of humanity, highlights the blessings
and curses of technology, and pushes the
limits of faith and hopelessness. Above all,
Syncing Forward is a tale of one man's love
for his family, and their devotion to saving
him from being lost forever.
Gaby LeFevre is a suburban, Midwestern
firecracker, growing up in the 80s and 90s
and saving the world one homeless person,
centenarian, and orphan at a time. With her
crew of twin sister, Annie, smitten Mikhail,
and frenemy Mel, she's a pamphlet-wielding
humanitarian, tackling a broken world full of
heroes and heroines, villains and magical
seeds, and Northwyth stories. Beginning with
a roadkill-burying nine-year-old and a gasleak explosion, it follows Gaby as she
traverses childhood and young adulthood with
characteristic intensity and a penchant for
disaster. Meanwhile, the large cast of
compelling characters entertains and the
Northwyth legends draw you into their magic.
This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction
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that was curated for quality. Quality
assurance was conducted on each of these
books in an attempt to remove books with
imperfections introduced by the digitization
process. Though we have made best efforts the books may have occasional errors that do
not impede the reading experience. We believe
this work is culturally important and have
elected to bring the book back into print as
part of our continuing commitment to the
preservation of printed works worldwide.
Aquarian
More Than a Game
The Christmas Tree Keeper
Dragon Born
A Novel
Felice the Christmas Fairy

Far in the distant reaches of the universe is a
world called Azmantium. A planet with lilac skies,
jade green seas and fiery red suns. A planet where
everything, from the tides of the sea to life itself, is
rooted in magic. Children are assessed at an early
age and trained according to their unique magical
talents. Lara, an orphan who has no memory of her
true origins, is unaware that she has a vital role to
play in the ancient prophesies that are about to
begin coming true. Older than most who are just
beginning their magical training, Lara will soon
find out that destiny waits for no one, especially
when the fate of the world rests on their
shoulders. With the help of her new friends, Lara
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will learn that in order to save the future, she must
journey into the past - to a time when Dragons
ruled the world! This is the first book in the
upcoming Dragon Born series!
In the battle between mazes and kids, who will
win? Your child might, if he/she has the patience
and right strategy to get out of all these mazes.
Answering mazes is a fun learning experience that
will help improve your child's ability to think of
strategies quite fast. Start your child's training
with one book of mazes at a time.
For years Phil Mickelson symbolised the classic
runner-up of sport. Always placing near the top of
every tournament, always near the top of the
earnings list but never winning one of the majors!
Then finally, on one magical Sunday in 2004, his
dream came true when he won the US Masters in
Augusta, sinking an 18 foot putt on the last hole to
beat Ernie Els by just one stroke. Mickelson's leap
of celebration was seen around the world and
millions of golf fans leapt for joy with him. ONE
MAGICAL SUNDAY takes us round the course,
hole by hole and stroke by stroke, but as it does so
the book interweaves Phil's life - from his
introduction to the game aged 3, to his AllAmerican career at Arizona State University, to his
decision to turn pro, the courtship of and marriage
to his wife Amy and how they balance family life
with three young children with his career. Funny,
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poignant, entertaining and above all, a candid play
by play of his greatest victory, winning the
Masters on that magical Sunday and all told in his
own voice.
Dr. Jason Corey has it all - good looks, a great
career, money and the love of a beautiful woman.
His life would be perfect except for one thing, the
young Seattle ER physician is not who he thinks he
is. Unexplainable events emerge in his life sending
him on a quest for the truth of who he is, but no
one could imagine the nature of his being. Jason
wins his battle for truth and survival, but an
unseen evil force isn't done with him. The triple
twist ending leaves the reader awestruck and
wondering what now? There have been countless
books and TV shows about emergency medicine,
but none of them reveal what The Second Son
does in this mind twisting suspense novel. It is
filled with plot twists and surprises certain to keep
the reader turning pages.
The Fix Up
Satisfy the Winner You Were Born to Be
It's Easier Than You Think
What could possibly keep Lewis Tiggle from enjoying
his twelfth birthday and the last day of school before
summer vacation? Having his sister, Lallie, under
foot might spoil his special day. But what he doesn't
know is that together with Lallie, their precocious
cat, and a friendly mouse, they'll all be sucked into a
watery hole in the wake of a very strange storm that
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strikes their seaside village of Mousehole, England. A
terrifying voyage through the depths of the ocean
takes them to a mysterious place called Pood: a
hostile, threatening land filled with secrecy and
oddities. When they learn that three Topland
children are being held captive in Pood, a race begins
to rescue them and find a way home. But finding a
way out is not so easy when you're trapped under
the sea in a place that brings things in, but never
lets them out.
Though Angela Donovan is out of work and needs
money for rent, she yearns for her eight-year-old
daughter to have a carefree holiday. The last thing
she wants is the pressure of her daughter expecting
a miracle. But when they pick out a Christmas tree at
a cozy Massachusetts tree farm that's exactly what
happens when they learn the trees might be miracle
trees. Mark Shafer is soon to be the new keeper of
the Christmas trees when he inherits the family farm.
He'd like to run it with a family of his own, but his
girlfriend wants nothing to do with farm life. He
makes plans to sell so he can propose to his
girlfriend and pursue a career in music. Then he
meets an unforgettable customer and her daughter,
and an anonymous gift compels them to learn the
truth about the trees. With a buyer willing to pay top
dollar for the land, Mark has the fate of the trees in
his hand. Will he be able to see what and who is most
important? And will Angela give the miracle of love a
chance?
It's night. Always night. Dreams guard against the
evil forged by nightmares. Infinite shooting stars
illuminate a moonless sky. A city stands alone,
surrounded by a darkened field. On its fringes, a man
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watches one star separate from the masses and fall.
What survives the crash will unveil a secret centuries
long hidden. Molly hasn't slept well since the night of
her twenty-fourth birthday. Being struck by lightning
might have something to do with it, but then again,
her chicken did look a little undercooked at dinner.
Whatever the culprit, her life quickly catapults from
mundane to insane as, night after night, Molly is
transported through her once dreamless sleep to a
mysterious land illuminated by shooting stars. There
she meets the captivating but frustrating Dev, and
together they discover Molly possesses a power
coveted by his people--the ability to conjure almost
anything she desires into existence. Seduced by the
possibilities of this gift, Molly shifts her attention
from waking life toward the man, the magic, and the
world found in her dreams. But Molly must ask
herself--does something truly exist if you only see it
when you close your eyes? Faced with the threat of
losing everything--her job, best friend, boyfriend,
and most importantly, that little thing called her
sanity--Molly will learn just how far she'll go to
uncover what is real and what is merely a figment of
her imagination.
"""You're in luck, Alfred,"" he declared. ""That's the
most interesting man in New York--one of the most
interesting in the world. That's Sanford Quest.""
""Who's he?"" ""You haven't heard of Sanford
Quest?"" ""Never in my life."" The young man whose
privilege it was to have been born and lived all his
days in New York, drank half a glassful of wine and
leaned back in his chair. Words, for a few moments,
were an impossibility. ""Sanford Quest,"" he
pronounced at last, ""is the greatest master in
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criminology the world has ever known. He is a
magician, a scientist, the Pierpont Morgan of his
profession."" ""Say, do you mean that he is a
detective?"" The New Yorker steadied himself with
an effort. Such ignorance was hard to realise--harder
still to deal with. ""Yes,"" he said simply, ""you could
call him that--just in the same way you could call
Napoleon a soldier or Lincoln a statesman..."""
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